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					Advertising TentsAdvertising TentsTents with individual prints – various models and sizesSee more
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Pop-up Tents
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	Inflatable AdvertisingInflatable AdvertisingInflatable advertising – many forms, various inflation methodsSee more
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Catering Tables
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Advertising Counters
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Advertising Balls
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Advertising Baubles
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Advertising Easter Eggs



	Advertising SeatsAdvertising SeatsComfortable event seats – various constructionsSee more
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Advertising Deckchairs
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Bean bags
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Beer box seats
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	DisplayDisplayEvent additions – standing advertising, fences, countersSee more
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Backwall
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Tension Banner
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Counter
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Football Stand
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Exhibition Stand



	Industry-specific TentsIndustry-specific TentsSpecial task tents – for various industriesSee more
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Administrative Tents
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Trade Fair Tents
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Event Tents
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Banquet Tents
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Food Service Tents
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Technical Tents
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Tents for Uniformed Services
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			There is no such site

			Check address or go to home page.
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	Interested in our products?

Do you want to learn more?

Ask what else we have prepared for you!


Contact

Would you like to see our products firsthand?

Arrange a meeting presentation,

and we will show you our offer!


Set up a meeting


	


	

	
		
			
				Welcome to the Inventini website!

				However, before we present our products to you, please read the following information.

				We use cookies because we want to operate as efficiently as possible. We analyze traffic on the site, so we
					we can prepare better ads and enhance your experience on the site. When you click the
					"I accept" button, you are informing us that you agree to our placing cookies on your
					your browser and to process the data obtained for these purposes. If you want to allow
					only selected cookies, click "Let me choose".

				Need more information? Go to our privacy policy.

				The administrator of your personal data is Inventini Spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością with
					based in Jastrzębie-Zdrój.
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							Essential

							Without them, the site will not function properly.

						
					

					
						
						
							Advertising

							Used to best tailor ads to your needs. We use
								Facebook Pixel and Google Ads tracking codes.

						
					

					
						
						
							Analytical

							They allow sending and collecting anonymous data about users' behavior on the site
								Site. This allows us to improve its performance. We use Google Analytics.

						
					

					
						
						
							Personalization

							Cookies needed to store detailed personalization data. They will help us tailor the content to your expectations and conduct remarketing activities.

						
					

					
						
						
							User data

							We also use Google Ads extended conversions, which send encrypted detailed customer data to the advertising and analytical system.

						
					

					
						
						
							Functional

							They store information about the settings you have chosen, such as language.
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        Manage your cookies
	







    
	

		
			
				Contact details

				
					Inventini Sp. z o.o.

					Towarowa 14 street

					44-338 Jastrzębie-Zdrój, Poland

					Driving directions

				

				Customer Service

				
					office@inventini.co

					+48 573 569 922
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					Taking care of your security, we process data in accordance with the GDPR, if you want to know more, read our privacy policy.

				

			

		


		
				
				
				
				
		

	
		
	

